
4 3 Ways To Contact Bingham Industries -  On the web, via email or over the phone 

Wolf Air Rotational Gun  -  The Industry Standard  

Technical Specifi cations

Pressure Ratings 0-44,000 PSI (3035 Bar)

Flow Rating Up to 6.5 GPM (25 LPM)

Required Air 90 PSI / 30 CFM

Fluid Inlet 3/8 HP Nipple -- Adapters available

Weight 11-16 Lbs depending on length

Included Nozzle carrier, 2nd trigger, guards, tool kit

Available in 16”, 24”, 36” & 44” versions, the Wolf Gun is an 

eff ective choice for every surface preparation job.

In service for over 15 years, the Wolf Gun is at the pinnacle of UHP Air 
rotational tools. Every piece is purpose-built to increase performance 
or longevity. Easy to operate and easier to REPAIR, this rock-solid tool 
features an industry leading airmotor, innovative swivel design and up 
to 5 bearings to support the lance while it rotates. All of this adds up 
to a tool that spins faster, last longer and removes more while keeping 
parts costs down. With over 500 units in service, Wolf technology has 
proven reliable and profi table for its owners and operators. 

Wolf Swivel Technology

Synonymous with performance, the Wolf 
Swivel is a fl oating swivel design. De-
signed as a zero-maintenance swivel, the 
Wolf housing is a sealed pressure unit. 
It only requires maintenance or grease 
during the rebuild process. 

DR-750 Air motor

We were the 1st company worldwide to 
off er the DR-750 motor on a waterjetting 
hand tool. This powerful 1HP air motor 
eliminates stalling and performs at 4,100 
RPM. It is easily rebuilt and features mod-
ular repair sets for faster rebuilds. Our belt 
cover has radial bearings for additional 
support. 

Bearing Alignment Packs

Unique to Bingham Industries, our bear-
ing alignment packs ensure that the 
gun lance is supported by bearings in 
multiple locations. This ensureS better 
performance and longer parts life than 
systems using brass bushings to support 
the lance. 

Innovation in every component  
In designing the Wolf Gun, we analyzed other manufacturers UHP guns to determine their fl aws. We then set about building a product that 

addresses each and every problem. We’re proud to off er a product that is unlike any other on the market. 
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The most advanced gun in the world.
Price, Performance & Reliability that no one can match 

407000A

Wolf Air Rotational Gun
Quality craftsmanship at an aff ordable price

Low Cost Repair Parts Make The Wolf More Economical

Comes Fully Loaded
Every Wolf Gun comes with safety guards, 2nd 
trigger assembly, 4-Jet Nozzle Carrier, tool kit and 
operations manual. Hose adapters for Type M hose 
are also included if required. 


